
 
   
2016 has been a huge character building year for me, which forever seems to be an ongoing process and 
something I've accepted now as the way of life. We had a good crack in Supersport with a budget that was 
nowhere near what we needed for the class. I had to take a step back to re-evaluate what direction my 
career could take, and if and what we could afford to do. Thanks to Steve at Morello Racing, I've had an 
opportunity to finish the season in Superstock 1000, on a Kawasaki ZX10. 
 
Donington Park was the 11th and second to last round for the British Superstock 1000 class held over the 
weekend. It is a track I know well, working for the Ron Haslam Race School every few weeks as an 
instructor there. It is also a track I really enjoy riding, scoring my first British Championship podium there in 
2015 in Supersport Evo.  
 
The team made the call to miss the first practice session on Friday, due to it being wet, and we knew the 
weather would clear for the afternoon. Donington is notoriously slippery in the wet, and if we had suffered 
a crash in practice, we may not have got the bike out in time for qualifying in the afternoon. We knew I 
needed as much time on the bike as possible, but it was the right call to make, with a number of teams 
opting to miss this session, and for the riders that did go out, a number of those hit the deck. Qualifying 1 
held Friday afternoon was my first run out on the 1000 at Donington. The bike works well, but me working 
with the bike, there was a lot to learn! I know exactly where I need to be on the track at Donington, but to 
get a 1000 on to those lines, when I'm not riding it correctly is another story! I've spent a lot of years on a 
600, so I naturally ride all bikes like I would ride a 600, which is a huge part of my learning curve and what I 
need to do to adapt my riding style to suit a 1000.  
 

 
 
We had another Qualifying session on Saturday, where I improved my time by a second and got closer to 
the guys at the front. I finished combined qualifying in 20th position. I had tried to not set to many 
expectations on my self for the weekend. All I wanted to do was improve every session and learn what I 
needed to work on to improve riding the 1000. So for me, so long as we finished the race further up than 
where I had qualified that would have been a good result. 
 
Sunday was much hotter than the previous two days, and with a shortened warm up session, I was unable 
to get good feedback on some changes we wanted to try. The race started well and I was battling with a 
good bunch of riders for 14th position. A safety car came out for two laps and then a red flag, after a rider 



had clipped the back of me and then highsided with another rider crashing behind him also. The race was 
cut to 10 laps for the restart. I got away well and moved up a couple of positions. The way the bike handles 
and what I need to do on the bike to make it work is very different to what I'm used to, and my shoulders 
and forearms were getting a workout like never before. I didn't run the pace for the whole race that I 
would of liked to, and this is an area that I will be working hard on and improving. But I held off some 
seasoned campaigners in the class to come home in 14th position, bagging some championship points in 
my first outing in Superstock 1000. I am proud of the result we achieved, I know I have so much to learn to 
ride this new machine, that it isn't going to happen overnight, but everyone at Morello Racing supported 
me 100% and worked hard to give me the best chance to do the best I could out on track.  
 
I'm looking forward to a few more tests before the final round at Brands Hatch in a few weeks. Thank you 
to everyone who has sponsored, supported and followed my racing this year. Thank you to everyone at 
Morello Racing for the opportunity also. I'm really enjoying my racing and this new opportunity is 
something that is exciting me to work toward for 2017. 
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Thank you to my 2016 Sponsors 
 

HENRI POST JEWELLERS - BRENMAR 
 

LEVI DAY SUPPORTERS CLUB 
 

X-LITE HELMETS - GAERNE BOOTS - FIVE GLOVES - MOTOGEAR UK - ARMR MOTO 
 

GAMBIER PRINT - SHAUN DUNFORD DRIVING INSTRUCTOR - JUPITER LIMOUSNIES - RON ANGEL CLASSIC 
RACING 

 
BAKERS DELIGHT MOUNT GAMBIER - KICKSTART INDUSTRIES 

 
JCT VISUAL DEVELOPMENTS -  MOUNT GAMBIER AND DISTRICT COMMUNITY BANK BRANCH (BENDIGO 

BANK) 
 

TOTAL KITCHEN SOLUTIONS - CAMPBELLS CLASSIC MOTORCYCLES - SQUASHBROOK FITNESS AND LEISURE  
 

RDP TECHNOLOGIES - WOMBAT RACING - MAC PARK RACE CIRCUIT - PAUL AND TANYA READ - 
ORCHARD ROAD RACING 

 
R & G - WD40 - OBERON ENGINEERING - WALKER SPORT PICS - GOODRIDGE 
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IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO FIND OUT ANY MORE INFORMATION ON BECOMING A SPONSOR OR HELPING OUT 
MY RACING IN ANYWAY, PLEASE GET IN TOUCH, ALL HELP NO MATTER HOW BIG OR SMALL IS 

ALWAYS APPRECIATED! 
 

 
 
 
 


